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37 DeeHock

After nearly ten years in seclusion, the founder of Visa emerges
with a refreshing strategy for changing the way we organize
everything from corporations to governments.
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Letters
8

About our cows; Responsibility and
profits aren't enough; Help for radicals?
10

Commentary
What did Monsanto's Shapiro really
mean? Gary Hirshberg & Bob Shapiro.

Dee Hock
11

Musings: MaryOrie Kelly
Independent bookstores: Tempest in
a teapot.

61 Oxymoron: David Korten
Enough with the baby steps. Let's get
real about business responsibility.

founder of Visa International

"Society is in the midst of a
millennial change that will dwarf
the industrial revolution in a tenth
of the time." P. 37
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6 Front Lines
~

Flower-power tackles toxic waste.
~ You'll die to land this perk.
~ Denver gives its all for the
Oklahoma City bombing trial.
10

Trend Watch
~

Baby or your money back.
Ethics programs still aren't enough.
~ CEP'S most conscientious companies.
~ Blame investors for layoffs, right?
~ Wanted: aging baby-boomers.
~

24 The Best Corporate Citizens
Is your company on our list of the
nation's 100 most profitable, public,
and socially responsible companies?
~ How we selected this year's firms.
~ Which businesses are best at overall
social responsibility.
~ Which firms do more for women,
minorities, gay men, and lesbians.
~ The complete listing of the Business
Ethics

Charles
Kernaghan
president of
National Labor
Committee

100 .

18 Going After the Gap

"The Gap was targeted because we
knew the company would be
responsive." P. 18

Why socially responsible companies
make easy targets for activists.
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43 Premium Advocate
Mitchell Rofsky fights for insurance
reform by starting his own company.

44 Fund Watch
Pax World was our best performing
balanced fund in '95 . What's next?
Plus the latest performance figures on
the 35 largest socially screened funds.

46 ,Street Signs
Whole Foods' 100 stores by 2000;
There's hidden value in MPRI .

48 Blue Chip Review
When are brand names overhyped?

50 Marked to Market
What to expect in the stock market if
Clinton is re-elected.
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52 Books:
Reviews of The Age of Heretics, Toxic
WOrk, Deep Design,Archangel, and The
Last WOrd on Power.

56 Working Ideas:
Helping new hires with a 'buddy';
Promotions and peer pressure .. .

58 What Would You Do?
Sara was told to either falsify
projections or quit her job.
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Adolph Coors is one ofthe best
firms to invest in or work at if one
supports lesbian and gay rights.
P.29
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